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Background

Research Question

Does leverage reduce flexibility to respond to negative demand

shocks?

What Does it Do?

• Danish firms exporting to Muslim countries were hit by the crisis.

Exports to Muslim countries fell.

• How do firms respond to the sudden decline in sales precipitated by

the crisis? Does leverage matter in determining how firms respond?
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What Does it Find?

• Low leverage firms:

• increase exports to other markets

• maintain sales and employment

• receive more trade credit from suppliers

• increase SG&A and fixed investments

• add new product categories

• High leverage firms:

• make fewer product innovations

• experience decline in sales and employment

• increase operational flexibility by outsourcing and reducing

employment

• Conclusion: Debt reduces flexibility.
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How do We Interpret the Findings?

• Multiple interpretations

• Paper’s interpretation: Debt restricted firms’ response to a negative

demand shock.

• Alternative interpretation: High leverage firms are not otherwise the

same as low leverage firms. They face different circumstances. They

are competing on different margins. Perhaps operating in the less

profitable segment of the market. Relying more on trade credit.

• It was perhaps optimal for high-leverage firms not to respond.

• It is difficult to say that the lack of response was because of high

leverage.

• All of the tests focus on the immediate response in 2006. We know

the crisis dissipated by mid-2007. Was it optimal to respond?
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Examining Alternatives: Is Leverage a Proxy for Other Factors?
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Comments on Alternatives

• Table 9 is presented to address the possibility that leverage is a

proxy for other factors that really matter in defining the response of

high leverage group.

• First, the paper does not present the coefficient on whether small

and large firms differed in their response to the boycott. Or, firms

with greater number of export products behave differently.

• Second, the list of missing factors that leverage could proxy for is

fairly large.
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Medium Run Analysis: Extending to 2010

• Financial crisis should have magnified the differences. However, we

see the opposite. 6



Danish Exports to Muslim Countries Recovered by mid-2007
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However, Many Pre-Boycott Exporters Retrenched Perma-

nently

• If the shock is temporary, why do existing exporters not recover

fully? Even low leverage exporters don’t fully recover exports to

Muslim countries. It is not the leverage.
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Measuring Exposure

• Most treatment firms have little exposure to the Crisis.

• Median firm has relatively small exposure to boycott. The median

exports to Muslim countries is low. The exposure as % of sales is

even lower.

• Boycott had a large effect on firms with high exposure and little

effect on firms with low exposure.

• Should we examine high and low exposure firms separately?
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Response of Liabilities

• Trade credit is an operational liability. It expands and shrinks with

sales.

• If it tracks sales, then what do we make of the results on liabilities?
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SG&A and Investments

Other Financial Variables

• Are low leverage firms more profitable? Do they hold more cash?

• How do cash holdings respond to the shock?

• Do firms adjust their payout policies? 11



Conclusion

• Very clean natural experiment: Exogenous shock to demand for

firms’ products.

• Important question: How does debt affect flexibility? Does leverage

determine how firms respond to negative demand shocks?

• Challenge: Isolate the role of debt from those of other factors that

determine a firm’s response to shocks.
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